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Subjective?
Not exactly

manitobacooperator.ca

CDs cite need for multi-benefit
water control projects

Western Canada’s
wheat-grading system is
probably more objective
than you think

Flood preparations alone won’t buy a litre of drought protection,
say MCDA speakers

BY ALLAN DAWSON
Co-operator staff / Brandon

F

o r 4 0 y e a r s We s t e r n
Canada’s grain industry has dreamed about
the black box — an affordable machine that would take
a handful of wheat and quickly
and accurately spit out its enduse quality on the elevator
driveway.
Like flying cars and cellulosic
ethanol, it’s just around the corner, but never arrives.
The black box is seldom raised
now, but the Western Canadian
Wheat Growers Association (WCWGA) and Alberta Wheat Commission are calling for an “objective” wheat-grading system,
especially for falling number (see
sidebar on page 7), a measure of
bread-making quality, and determining levels of the mycotoxin
deoxynivalenol (DON).
But by calling for a more “objective” testing the WCWGA
seems to be implying the current
system is “subjective.”
The CGC says it will use instrument testing if practical, but
adds the current system is not
only objective, but able to take
into account degrading factors
no machine currently can.
And even though inspectors
aren’t testing grain, the grades assigned based on appearance, are

Local projects for multi-beneficial water management were cited by staff with Seine-Rat River Conservation District speaking at the 42nd annual Manitoba
Conservation Districts Association convention in December. PHOTO: LORRAINE STEVENSON

See grading system on page 6 »

BY LORRAINE STEVENSON
Co-operator staff / Brandon
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We’re at the centre of things

ill there be flooding? Will there
be drought?
Planning for both is essential
to help ward off the financial hits these
weather extremes bring, speakers at last
month’s Manitoba Conservation Districts
Association convention said.
In the Seine-Rat River Conservation
District (SRRCD) they’re looking at ways
to be ready for whatever climate change
brings, and to convince ratepayers of the
financial necessity of doing so, said its
manager.
“We’re trying to see if we can’t come
up with a flood and drought adaptation
plan... and the economics behind it,”
Jodi Goertzen, the SRRCD’s district man-

ager told the 42nd annual convention
of the Manitoba Conservation Districts
Association.
“We’re working with the RM of Hanover
because they have ideal locations that
keep washing out that they would like to
retain water on,” she said.
“We’re trying to figure out what’s the
cost to them to do it so they can then
show their ratepayers a cost analysis of
doing nothing as opposed to the cost of
retention.”
What they know already is that water
control projects cost upwards of $200,000
but fixing and repairing roads and
washed-out basements will run up bills in
the millions, she said.
Ultimately, SRRCD wants to be able to
make an economic argument for the merits for water holdbacks across all municipalities the SRRCD covers, she added.

Getting in front of all types of climate change risk was the key message
by other presenters at last month’s
convention, focused on a theme of
‘the economy of the environment.’

A preview
If you want an idea of what climate
change looks like think of 2011,
Hank Venema, the director of the
International Institutes for Sustainable
Development’s Sustainable Natural
Resources Management program told
the Brandon conference.
Within a matter of weeks that year
an intense period of precipitation
and flooding flipped over to very dry
conditions.
“I’m told that some sections of land
See mCda on page 6 »
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OPINION/EDITORIAL

No fake news here

T

he tree is now down, the fruit cake all
eaten
So it’s time for our annual New Year’s
greetin’
On the past year’s news we offer reflection
And give a glimpse of the future direction
Plus offer valuable free farming advice
On what to grow, and when to sell at top price

John Morriss

For a while Manitoba farmers were getting a
little bit pouty
After several years of deluge, things almost seemed droughty
But when it came time to get the grain cart to the tractor connected
Many found the yields were much higher than expected
Was it good management, or because new varieties yield so good?
With the price of seed these days, they sure as heck should

Whether it’s the types of farms or farmers, their mix
of crops and livestock, their farm organizations or
their government programs, every province is a little
different. To reach Manitoba farmers, the best choice
remains the one that it’s been for decades —
the Manitoba Co-operator.

I don’t know about you, but I would find it quite nifty
If I never hear another speech about growing enough for 2050
It seems that those giving these speeches don’t seem to know
That the world’s full of grain with no place to go
I think the first time I heard a panic about food stock decline
Was at a grain outlook meeting back in 1979
But while grain prices since then have moved nary a ripple
Due to inflation now everything else costs at least triple
Instead of hearing about growing crops 33 years off, it
Would be nicer to hear about growing this year’s at a profit
I can’t think of anything more profitable in this part of the nation
Than the introduction of canola to the Prairie rotation
But because for extra cash farmers are sometimes a bit needy
They make the canola rotation a little too speedy
Whether it’s rumour or fact, I’m not sure that I know
But I’ve heard some farmers rotate canola and snow
Meaning more sclerotinia and blackleg; which while annoying
Aren’t like clubroot, which can be whole-crop destroying
So unless we want the whole canola industry to be toast
Farmers need to stick to one in four at the most
“Then what should I grow instead?” I hear you inquiring
You’ve come to the right place if advice you’re desiring
I’ve taken another internet course, and sent in my $19.95 fee
So I now have my certificate which makes me an Ag Analyst PhD
The first step is to examine each of your fields
And this year rotate to something else to ensure higher yields
Then go to town for coffee and ask your neighbours “Which crop is it
“Best to plant this year?” Then make sure that you do the opposite
If you plant wheat, some varieties I advise to be wary of ’em
Make sure you buy ones that have high protein, and without fusarium
Should you plant barley? Certainly — I wouldn’t be halting
Just be sure that you buy the kind of seed that goes malting
Canola? Well, there’s so many these days, it might be just as smart
To pull out the seed guide and just throw a dart
Should you grow that soon-legal tall crop, which once was tut-tutted?
I don’t think so — I predict the market will be pretty soon glutted
Now most market advisers tell you that it’s foolish to seek
The top of the market and always sell at the peak
They’re just charging you a fee to clear your own conscience
By blaming the wrong timing on them; I just call that nonsense
How to sell at the top? Well, go back for coffee and inquire
If the neighbours are selling or holding for higher
That’s the best way for the top of the market to pick
If all the neighbours are still holding, then sell your grain quick
No more room for advice, so best wishes for a great year in farming
With no drought or diseases or critters alarming
May your insecticide sprayers stay parked without use
May your calves all squirt out like poop from a goose
Once again, best wishes from all of us here
For good crops and good prices, and Happy New Year!
john.morriss@fbcpublishing.com

BY ALAN GUEBERT
Farm & Food

A

slightly frayed, white and peach-trimmed
quilt now lays unfolded on one of our
spare beds. Twenty-nine of its 30 squares
each feature the carefully stitched name of one
member of the Ladies Aid of Immanuel Lutheran
Church in rural Rising City, Neb.
The stitching on the quilt’s 30th and final block,
also in peach and positioned in the bottom right
corner, is testament to its making. It reads: “Aug
1914 Nov 1936.”
Neither I nor anyone I know can explain the
“Aug 1914” date. My mother, however, knows
exactly what “Nov 1936” means. It was the month
and year she, her three siblings, and parents left
Nebraska to return to their native Illinois after
Grandpa lost his 160-acre, Butler County farm to
hard times.
But that black stain can’t be seen in the quilt.
What comes through clearly, though, is its many
names. They are sturdy, solid names like Etta
Bauer, Maggie Buck, Anna Poppe, and Eda Hahn.
Sturdy and solid, I suspect, because during the
awful, terrible year of 1936, that was all they had
left. Throughout it, however, the ladies brought
their needles, thimbles, and love to their country
church to make my grandmother a treasured
keepsake.
And these solid, sturdy workers — Alice
Klingemann, Esther Glock, Mattie Hoeft, and
Anna Ditmar — were modest because they
reserved the very centre of the quilt for the block
that carries my grandmother’s solid, sturdy
name, Lottie Hanebutt. It floats amid her neighbours’ names: Cente Glock, Metta Jaenike, Frieda
Voss, Emma Hinze, Agnes Hinze.
Most of those last names can still be found at
Immanuel today. They are chiselled into grey
granite and white marble and they stand sturdy
and solid still.

OUR HISTORY:

Only my mother remains to remember the site
of her family’s Depression farm and her memories are mostly of a hungry little girl tired of meal
after meal of flour pancakes and cabbage. She
never looked back or went back.
I did, however, and through coincidence and
uncanny luck, was able to talk with the sons of
two of the quilt’s makers. Both knew the exact
location of the farm my grandparents operated
until their lives, like most of American agriculture, unravelled in the 1930s. A stop at the county
courthouse yielded an aerial photograph of the
farmstead before most of its buildings were razed
decades ago to grow corn no one needed then or
now.
Three buildings remain: a cobweb-filled livestock barn, a drive-through corncrib, and a sagging, weathered brooder house. None have held
anything other than mice and raccoons since
Berlin, not Mexico, had a wall.
As I look around, sparse clouds begin to stack
against the eastern horizon and a cold wind
finds its way through the neglected shelterbelt.
A passing shadow, slight and quick moving like
my grandfather, sends a chill through me and
the pain the land still holds hits my chest like a
hammer.
I look to the east to see, just a mile away, the
church where the quilting ladies of Immanuel
had, more than three generations ago, gathered
in warmth and love despite the swirling dust and
growing fear. Sunlight strikes the white building
to make it look like a dove resting.
Was this the last image my grandfather saw as
he walked off his lost farm 81 years ago? I hope
so. Did he cry as he left or was he simply empty
after watering the land with years of sweat and
tears? I don’t know.
I do know, however, that I will never return to
where he still walks.
The Farm and Food File is published weekly through the
U.S. and Canada. www.farmandfoodfile.com.

January 1975

T

he map of the rail network in Western Canada looked a
lot more like spaghetti in 1975. In our January 2 issue, we
reported that the federal government had announced the
basic rail network of 12,413 miles would be protected until 2000,
and that 6,283 miles would be reviewed. It was later announced
that would be by a Royal Commission under former Supreme Court
Justice Emmett Hall.
The grain market was still feeling the effects of low world
production and the massive Soviet purchases under the “Great Grain
Robbery” in 1972, and we reported that Manitoba farm cash receipts
in 1974 were a record $825 million. The wheat board had announced
record final payments, bringing the return for No. 1 CWRS to $4.57 per
bushel, which is $20.07 in current dollars.
However, yields were lower. A Statistics Canada report issued that month said average Prairie wheat yields for
1974 were 23.2 bushels on summerfallow and 17.6 bushels on stubble.
Later that month we reported on a report by a Manitoba legislature special committee on farmland ownership.
It said that non-resident ownership increased land prices and threatened the family farm. “The price of farmland
has risen to the point where it is impossible to purchase a farm for any person who does not have very substantial
financial means,” the report said, adding that it had made it difficult for young people to start farming or to take over
from the previous generation.
That month the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange announced that it had indefinitely cancelled its beef futures
contract for lack of interest. The contract had been introduced four years earlier.
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CROPS
h usb a n dry — t h e s c i e nc e , sK i L L Or a r t OF Fa r M i nG

Precision agriculture
takes to wing at Southport

Precision agriculture has both sky-high potential and some very down-to-earth obstacles

By Alexis stockford
2018 FMC Corporation.

The Co-operator’s roots go back to 1925, when it
was set up by one of the provincial co-operative
grain elevator companies. But in the 1940s the paper
switched to its current weekly tabloid format, and
evolved into a paper that was all about farming rather
than co-operatives. But the name stuck, and ever
since, the Co-operator has been a weekly arrival in the
mailbox of most farm homes in the province, bringing
a mixture of domestic and international news about
production, marketing and policy, and how they relate
to farmers and their communities.

I’ve watched U.S. politics for so many years that I can’t recall
But I can say for sure that the past year Trumped them all
The Donald loves to get cheers when he gives speeches defiant
To Wisconsin farmers saying NAFTA’s not fair-trade compliant
But kill the deal? Their dairy lobby now says “Not so much, it
“Turns out Mexico’s now our biggest customer, we’d better not touch it”
And when you take total U.S. ag buyers, and put them in order
Who comes out on top? That country north of their border

Grandmother’s quilt, Grandfather’s ghost

Co-operator staff

W

hen it comes to precision
agriculture, there is no
such thing as too much
quality data — assuming you have
the software and internet connection to process it.
Southport hosted a precision ag
discussion and drew farm consultants, service providers and
producers Dec. 12 for its second
workshop.
“It’s gone from satellite, really
huge zones, to really small zones,”
Matthew Johnson of M3 Aerial
Productions said. “And the ability to micromanage — especially
with the ability to use drones
to spray — all that has totally
changed, and that will continue
to change, how the precision agriculture data collection and management processes are actually
executed.”
His drone company has become
one of Manitoba’s main commercial sources of NDVI (Normalized
Difference Vegetative Index)
imaging, which measures nearinfrared light and visible light
reflected from a crop.
The resulting image maps crop
health through different zones
in a field. A healthy plant will
reflect more near-infrared light
compared to visible light, which
it tends to absorb, while the ratio
of visible light reflected to nearinfrared light reflected will be
higher in a stressed plant.

Just a warning
NDVI alone, however, will only tell
a producer that there is a problem, not what the problem is,
attendees heard.
Johnson advised the room to
use as many tools as possible,
including NDVI, soil mapping,
soil tests and elevation mapping,
to get a better picture of what is
happening in the field and more
accurately diagnose problems.
Johnson says he provides some
guidance if a farmer doesn’t know
how to interpret the data. His
company may contract agronomists to help make sense of
drone-generated results.

®

The Co-operator

We’re now told that farmers who make the best decisions
Are the ones who’ve adopted an agriculture called “precision”
Instead of just spreading fertilizer and seed willy-nilly
You place a bit more (or is it less?) where it’s salty or hilly
You’re not sure? Then don’t worry, that’s no longer a factor
’Cause these days you’re not the one who’s driving the tractor
Big Data will decide, so with auto steer and other such tricks
You can just climb in the cab and watch movies on Netflix
This gave the guy who runs Seedmaster the thought
To develop a new system that he calls the DOT
If you don’t need a driver, then the cab’s not a factor
If you don’t need either of those, then you don’t need a tractor
All you need is an engine which onto your seeder you hitch it
When it’s time to cultivate or spray, you just need to switch it
Instead of old two-cylinder Deeres, with a new coat of paint
Big 4WDs will soon be lawn decorations; we’ll say they look quaint

Don Campbell relays the peaks and valleys he had to navigate while starting up an emerging aerial application company using drones.
Campbell was one of several speakers during a precision agriculture workshop in Southport. Photo: Alexis stockford

Trevor Thornton, Crop Care
Consulting founder and one of the
first western Canadian entrepreneurs to use Soil Optix, a high-definition topsoil mapping system,
stressed proper soil tests regardless the technology in play.
“Ultimately, it all starts with the
soil,” he said. “We have to know
what we’re working with in the
background rather than just say,
‘Well, Dad always did this blend,
so I’m going to do it; well, we made
more money last year so I’m going
to put more money into that blend
this year.’”
Farmers should have a good
grasp on both nutrient levels in
their soil and the interaction
between nutrients and soil pH,
something he says is often overlooked but can lead to fertilizer
inefficiencies and loss of yield.

Reading topography
Elevation mapping merges particularly well with NDVI, Johnson said.
A region may show red on the map
because it is high and dry or highlight low-lying spots with drainage
issues.
Some of that elevation mapping
may now come from LiDAR, which
uses laser pulses to measure the
range from an aerial vehicle to the
ground.
Vantage Manitoba has started
using LiDAR elevation maps to
design drainage plans.
The elevation map is the first
step in any drainage plan, which is
based on anticipated flows in the
field, Simon Knutson, precision
agronomist with Vantage Manitoba,
said.
His company recently signed an
agreement with Winnipeg avionics

company Atlis Geomatics for ready
LiDAR data.
Va n t a g e a r g u e s t h e h i g h speed system will generate ready
data, rather than each field being
mapped on an as-needed basis.
Knutson says that has significantly
cut the time needed to develop a
farm drainage plan.
“It used to be that I would have to
survey the field,” he said. “If someone sent me data, nine times out of
10 there were problems with it that
I might have to go back to the field
and check a few things. By having the
LiDAR available off the shelf, it probably saves me a day on every field.”
The new technology is as accurate as RTK, a satellite navigation
technique that provides corrections
in real time, but gives higher resoluSee Precision ag on page 18 »

COMPETITION + GLYPHOSATE
DAY 21: re-growth occurs

EXPRESS SG + GLYPHOSATE
DAY 21: complete burn
®

SEE THE PROOF FOR YOURSELF
Express®
herbicides

Express ® burns to the roots with no re-growth. Add Express® herbicides
to your pre-seed glyphosate burn-off and you’ll eliminate your toughest weeds
from the shoots to roots with its complete systemic activity. For cleaner fields
and higher yields, get a head start this spring with Express® herbicides.
Visit FMCcrop.ca or call 1-833-362-7722 to learn more.
Ask your retailer how you can save up to 20% with
NEW FMC Grower CashBack.
Actual test results. University of Guelph, 2014.
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Manitoba also has one of the highest-moisture areas
on the Prairies, which in combination with deep black
soils produces the highest yields in Western Canada.
That makes Manitoba farmers the highest users of
production inputs on the Prairies. The abundant

moisture also makes for high forage yields, and almost
half of Manitoba farmers raise cattle either on their own
or as part of a mixed farm operation. Manitoba is also
Canada’s largest hog-producing province.

Always read and follow label instructions. Member of CropLife Canada. FMC and Express are trademarks of FMC Corporation.
As of November 1, 2017, the PMRA registration for Express has been sold to FMC by DuPont.

In Manitoba, we’re proud to be known as part of the
Canadian West, but geographically, we’re not. We’re
really at the centre — Canada’s midpoint is on the
Trans-Canada Highway just east of Winnipeg. That
makes agriculture in Manitoba a mixture of both east
and west. Like their colleagues farther west, Manitoba
farmers grow high-quality spring wheat and canola as
well as other cereals. But despite its reputation for cold
winters, Manitoba has the longest and warmest growing
season on the Prairies. As a result, soybeans are now
the number three crop in the province. Corn has long
been a part of crop rotations in the southern part of
the province, and Manitoba is the home of some of
the breeding programs to launch corn farther west into
Saskatchewan and Alberta. It’s also Canada’s largest
producer of sunflowers and second-largest producer
of edible beans.

Gord Gilmour Editor

Lorraine Stevenson Reporter

Gord Gilmour grew up on a grain farm in
northeastern Saskatchewan that his brother still
operates and Gord still occasionally works on
during the busiest seasons.
He’s been reporting on agriculture for more
than 20 years, including former stints with the
Manitoba Co-operator and most recently with
Country Guide, where he was recognized with
several awards for his in-depth features on
agronomic and policy issues.
Gord has also held positions with industry
organizations and the Manitoba government.

Based in Carman, reporter and photographer
Lorraine Stevenson is known for her expertise in
rural and community issues as well as agronomy.
She joined the editorial team of the Manitoba
Co-operator in 1995. Her writing primarily
focuses on conservation, food and health, rural
and farm business, rural governance, agricultural
safety and social issues related to rural life.
Lorraine previously wrote for newspapers in
Manitoba’s Interlake and Winnipeg before joining
the Co-operator. She has degrees from University
of Winnipeg (BA Sociology) and University of
King’s College in Halifax (BA Journalism.)

Allan Dawson Senior Reporter

Alexis Stockford Reporter

Allan Dawson has been reporting on agriculture
for 35 years — most with the Manitoba Cooperator, which he joined in 1983. A veteran
reporter, Dawson has a deep knowledge of
Western Canada’s grain industry. Dawson also
reports on a wide range of agronomic topics.
His work has been recognized with journalism
awards from the North American Agricultural
Journalists and Canadian Farm Writers’
Federation.
Dawson was raised in Altamont, Manitoba,
where his family ran a mixed grain and beef
farm and general store. He and his wife Joyce
live near Miami, not far from the family farm
where Dawson continues to raise a few beef
cows during the summer.

Alexis Stockford is the newest addition to the
Manitoba Co-operator staff, joining us last year.
She covers a wide range of agriculture topics from
her home base in Brandon. Alexis originally hails from
the Altamont area, where she grew up on a mixed
farm. She’s already become a valuable member of
the team, bringing enthusiasm, energy and a keen
desire to understand the industry and provide it the
coverage it deserves. A graduate of the journalism
program at Thomson Rivers University in Kamloops,
B.C., she won that institution’s medal for excellence in
journalism.
Prior to joining the Manitoba Co-operator Stockford
was a staff reporter with the Morden Times. In her
spare time Stockford is an avid alpine skier, having
competed in the 2007 Canada Winter Games,
among other competitions. Today she continues to
ski, as well as coaching junior alpine racers.
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Readership
Readership demographics:

98 96 91
%

Find the content very/
somewhat useful

88

%

Pick up useful ideas
from articles

72

%

Read most or all of the
past four issues

%

Find the paper relevant,
credible and up to date

}

51%
33%
28%

%

Think the journalists are
extremely qualified

Go online to learn more
Make a purchase decsion
Make changes to their operation

54 62
%

Pass their copy on to 1 or
more people

Stats: September 2017 Prepared by Bramm Research Inc.

%

Read all or most of an
average issue

25%

FEMALE

75%
MALE
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Here’s what our readers say:

content calendar / deadlines
Manitoba Co-operator is published weekly on Thursdays.
Deadline for space and material is Thursday noon central time one week prior to issue date.

Early Deadlines	Issue Date

Deadline

2018 August	August 9	August 1
September	September 6	August 29
November	November 15	November 7
2019 January
January 3	December 19
February	February 21	February 13
April	April 25	April 17
August	August 8
July 31
September 	September 5	August 28
October 	October 17	October 9
November 	November 14	November 6
2020 January
January 2	December 18

features / supplements
2018

ISSUE DATE	

DEADLINE

Potatoes Feature	April 26	April 19
Ag in Motion Feature
July 12
July 5
Big Iron Feature	August 30	August 23
Seed Manitoba	November 29	October 12
2019
ISSUE DATE	
DEADLINE
Ag Days Feature
January 3	December 19
Yield Manitoba	February 14
January 11
Potatoes Feature	April 25	April 17
Ag in Motion Feature
July 11
July 4
Big Iron Feature	August 29	August 22
Seed Manitoba	November 28	October 11
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No issue published the week between Christmas and New Year’s.
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2/3 Page
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3,520.00
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5,920.00

Junior Page

8.125 x 10" / 4 col. x 140 agate lines
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1/2 Double Page Spread
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10.25 x 7.75" / 5 col. x 108 agate lines
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850.00
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3.083 x 1.833"
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Front Banner

10.25 x 3" / 5 col. x 42 agate lines

2,960.00

$3.50 per agate line Black & 1 Colour $360 Black & 3 Colour $1,000

Guaranteed and preferred positions when available and
requested, add 25% exclusive of colour and mechanical
charges. Not held from year to year without specific written
booking insertions from advertisers.

Supplied Inserts / Post-it Notes
Rate, issue availability, production requirements, closing
dates, and other detailed information available on request.
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publication specs
	Column width

Colour Guidance An accurate
colour proof must accompany all
advertising materials. In the absence of
a colour proof, publisher will not be held
responsible for unsatisfactory colour
reproduction.

1.9"
.995"
217 agate lines
5
85
30%

	Printing	Heat-set web offset
Bleeds	Not available
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Ad sizes

terms & conditions
New Accounts
Transient and new accounts, cash with order. Credit applications are required on
all new accounts that have not authorized credit card payments.

Cancellations
No cancellations accepted after closing date. Cancellation of advertisements that
have been set will be subject to production charge.

Terms
Accounts payable in Canadian funds. Net 30 days. Publisher reserves the
right to charge 1.5% interest per month (18% per year) on overdue accounts.

Liability
Advertiser and advertising agency assume liability for content (including text,
representations, and illustrations in advertisements printed) and also assume
responsibility for any claims arising therefrom made against the publisher.

Contracts & Schedules
Contracts are based on volume committed in advance for a 12-month period.
Advertising not scheduled and contracted for will be immediately subject to any
rate change. Contracted advertising will be rate protected for 3 months.
The publisher is not bound by any conditions, printed or otherwise, appearing on
contracts or copy instructions when such conflict with the provisions of this
rate card.
Contracts for advertising at other than published rates will not be accepted.
The publisher reserves the right to hold any advertiser and its advertising
agency jointly and severally liable for such monies as are due and payable
to the publisher.

Colour Reproduction
Publisher will not be responsible for unsatisfactory reproduction of colour
advertisements unless accurate colour proofs are supplied.
Make-good insertion will not be granted on minor errors which do not affect the
value of the whole advertisement. Publisher’s liability will not exceed the cost
of the area of the space occupied by the error, whether the error is due to the
negligence of its servants or otherwise. There shall be no liability for non-insertion
beyond the amount paid for such advertisement. No allowance for errors in key
numbers.

Advertising Content
All copy subject to the approval of the publisher, who reserves the right to reject,
discontinue, or omit any advertisement or cancel any advertising contract without
penalty to either party.
Publisher reserves the right to place the word “Advertisement” centered in 8pt
Helvetica over any paid announcement.
Dollar Volume Discount
Glacier FarmMedia offers the following dollar volume discounts. These apply to
gross advertising dollars spent within a 12-month period in any Glacier FarmMedia
print publication with the exception of the Western Producer, Seed Manitoba,
Yield Manitoba, Yield Alberta, Prairie Ag Catalogue, Ag in Motion Show Guides,
Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show Show Guide, AgDealer and Agricole Idéal.
Gross Dollars Spent
20,001 - 50,000
50,001 - 150,000
150,001 - 250,000
250,001 - 300,000
300,001 - 400,000
400,001 +

Discount
2%
3.5%
5%
7.5%
9%
10.5%

Special Services
When publisher must provide artwork, advertiser will be billed at cost. Publisher
reserves the right to charge for changes required to customer supplied material.
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Commission
15% will be paid to recognized agencies on the gross charges for space, colour,
and position, when ad copy is forwarded via FTP or e-mail.

Exclusivity
We do not offer exclusivity for front page banners, ear lugs, banner wraps, outside
back pages, inserts, etc.

